Extreme Reading – 1st homework activity:
Please complete this activity as it will form
part of our reading display.
Where is the most extreme place you can
read? Please get a photograph of you ‘extreme
reading’ and we will use these to make a
display in our classroom at school. I wonder
where the greatest ‘extreme reading’ place
can be? Please feel free to email this
homework to school secretary@bishop-

cornish.cornwall.sch.uk and please just mark
it a `Year 3 homework’. Many thanks. Have
fun!

Get building…build a cave
During the Stone Age, some people lived in caves.
If you had to live in a cave, what would you like it
to look like and what would be in it? Be as creative
as you like, but remember to keep this true to the
past so you’ll have to leave televisions out!
You can either just draw and plan your design,
perhaps build a small model of it or even make a
cave den at home. We’d love to see any photos of
any cave dens built.

Get creative…
Build or make an animal, which would have been
around in the Stone Age such as a woolly mammoth.
You could be creative with junk modelling or Lego.
Alternatively, you could paint or make a collage
picture instead.

Get writing…
If you could ask caveman questions, what
would you want to know? Write a letter asking
everything you would like to find out.
Alternatively, you could write some entries
from a caveman’s diary.

Year 3 Homework
Autumn 1st Half 2019
Spellings, times tables and reading –
daily
Mathletics or online maths activity –
weekly
These are set on a Friday and due in on
a Thursday. Please bring homework
books to school on Thursdays.
Stone Age Under the Spotlight
(Stone Age to Iron Age)
Choose 2 ‘free choice’ activities to
complete for homework over the next
half term. Please bring these in once
completed. Suggested handing in dates
for the topic homework are:
Extreme Reading – Monday 16th
September
Creative task 1 – Thursday 26th
September
Creative task 2 – Thursday 17th
October

Get playing…
Play has always been an important part of human
society. What games might Stone Age people have
played if they played if they only had stones,
pebbles or sticks to use? Invent a game, explain
the rules or develop the pieces. Try to make the
game fit in with the Stone/Bronze/Iron Age
theme.

Get planning…Stone Age Cafe
Research what people in the Stone Age may have
eaten (and why).
Create a colourful menu card to show your
findings.
This activity could link to the other cookery
activity below

Get Cooking…family feast
What can you find out about what people would
have eaten in the Stone Age? You could help to
prepare your family a Stone Age meal. Please
take a photograph of the evidence…and some
quotes from your family about what they thought
of the food.

Get exploring…Prehistoric sites in Cornwall
What can you find out about Stone Age, Bronze
Age or Iron Age sites in Cornwall? You could
either choose just one of these eras above or
research an area in Cornwall. Think about how
you can show what you have found out. Will you
mark sites on a Cornish Map, perhaps visit a local
site and take photos or produce a fact page on a
particular area. The choice is yours.

